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Motivation and Background
Motivation
• IT equipment failure is the most costly reason for data center
downtime and storage components have the most frequent failing rate in
current IT environments. Therefore, accurate failure prediction and
timely replacement of disk drives can decrease downtime costs and
improve system reliability
S.M.A.R.T
• Self-monitoring, analysis and reporting technology (SMART) is a
monitoring system for disk drives, which collects and reports on various
attributes related to drive reliability
• Backblaze published SMART datasets collected from data center [1]
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Change Point Analysis
• Determine time span 𝜏 for averaging
• Assume a local trend model [3]
•
•
•

Attribute Description

Count of load/unload cycles into head landing zone
position

Count of unstable sectors. If an unstable sector is
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subsequently read successfully, the sector is
Sector Count
remapped and this value is decreased

• Find 𝜏 maximizing log-likelihood
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[To be updated with data normalization]

Results in the table are obtained with 18 features
Performance is comparable among 4 models, which may suggest that there is no significant advantage of choosing one over the other for this problem
The fact that all algorithms have low recall for failed disks and high recall for healthy disks suggests high false negative rate that classifies failed disks
as healthy (see error analysis in Discussion part)
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Results Summary

Time-Series Averaging [2]
• Reduce noise due to measurement and disk recovery mechanism
• Obtain compact time-series representation for SVM and XGBoost
• Averaging with exponentially decreasing weights
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Feature Selection
Feature Selection is Necessary
• SMART standard defines more than 90 attributes
• Even with standardization, each vendor has different attribute definitions
• Different drive models have different failure mechanisms, and hence unique
sets of effective attributes

•

Class balancing
• 2015 Backblaze data set has 29,084 Seagate ST4000DM000.
Among them, only 586 disk drives failed
• Three methods are applied to balance healthy and failed data sets
- Random sampling of the same number of healthy drive
- Cluster centroids after K-means clustering of healthy drives [2]
- Class-weight SVM

Importance of Each Features

Test Accuracy vs The number of Features

Method

Test accuracy

Random sampling

83.0%

K-means sampling

80.5%

Class-weight SVM

83.0%

•

The test accuracy of three models versus time windows
for time series

•

Future
•
•

Choice of Models

[Most recent results with data normalization]

Statistical Models
• Linear regression (LR) and support vector machines (SVM) models
are chosen as the baseline for the project
• Gradient boosting decision tree (XGBoost) is explored as classifier
with input represented as compact time series after smoothing
Deep Learning Models
• Recurrent neural network (RNN) is chosen for time series prediction
including bidirectional LSTM cell with a hidden dimension of 12

•

Error analysis of RNN results: comparing the SMART attributes of true negative, false
negative, and true positive samples (only 7 attributes are plotted here to simplify the
discussion)
True negative vs. false negative: it is not surprising that false negative happens since
most of the attributes are essentially the same. The only slight difference is that smart_1
in false negative case tends to have more negative part
True positive vs. false negative: this tends to suggest that in order for a sample to be
classified as positive, in addition to the negative in smart_1, other attributes should also
have some kind of variations

•

Perform a more systematic feature selection. Statistical models tend to vary a lot with
different features and RNN tends to be more robust on feature variations
Explore new models that can distinguish the error samples identified in error analysis to
achieve better accuracy
Train the models (especially the neural networks) with more data
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